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Knowledge of seismic hazard provides a key input to evaluate and further mitigate the seismic risk in earthquake
prone regions. In Europe, within the Joint Research Activities (JRA3) in Seismology and Earthquake Engineering
Research Infrastructure Alliance for Europe (SERA) Project (www.sera-eu.org) there are ongoing activities to
update the 2013 European Seismic Hazard Model (ESHM13, Woessner et al 2015). Starting with the SERA
kick-off meeting in April, 2017, significant progress has been achieved in the compilation of national seismic
hazard models, updates to the instrumental and historical earthquake catalogues, compilation of crustal and
subduction fault sources, development of new ground motion models, improvement of methods for data analysis,
as well as development of the seismogenic source models to capture the intrinsic uncertainties.
In this contribution, we present the results of the SERA JRA3 working group, with a focus upon the compilation and analysis of the European Earthquake Catalogue (SHEEC v.4.0), insights into the methods used to
assess the spatial and temporal completeness of the earthquake catalogues, the results of a sensitivity analysis of
the declustering technique, as well as their impact on estimation of the seismic activity rates.
The newly developed seismogenic source model encompasses a fully harmonized, cross-border seismogenic source model following the recent national hazard models developed after the completion of the ESHM13.
The inherent uncertainties in characterizing the earthquake rupture forecast are handled by a complex logic tree,
consisting of two main models (branches): an area source-based model and a hybrid fault-smoothed seismicity
model. The master logic tree will combine the earthquake rate forecast with the ground motion characteristic
models into a computational model for assessing the earthquake ground shaking at the pan-European scale.
Finally, we conclude with an overview of the next steps and the milestones towards the 2020 European
Seismic Hazard Model (ESHM20).

